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Getting Started 

 

THE STORY OF PORTAL 

After awakening in a test chamber at the Aperture Science 

Computer-Aided Enrichment Center, with only a portal gun 

and an unusual A.I. at her disposal, Chell must find her way 

out of bizarre science lab and regain her freedom. But the 

longer she spends completing tests for GLaDOS, the A.I. 

running the facility, the more sinister the tests seem to 

become. 

 

Just when it seems the tests are coming to an end, GLaDOS 

finally snaps and openly tries to kill Chell! The enrichment 

tests have now become the stage for an epic battle of wits 

between Chell, the lone test subject fighting for her life, and 

GLaDOS, the twisted computer bent on completing her 

tasks!  

 

THE BOARD GAME 

As in the original game of Portal, the objects of the game 

are simple: Chell’s trying to complete the test chamber, 

while GLaDOS is trying to kill Chell. If Chell runs out of lives, 

GLaDOS wins. If Chell escapes the test chamber, Chell wins.  

  



 

Set-Up 

 

BOARD ASSEMBLY 

GLaDOS begins by setting up the test chamber and 

reviewing any notes it may have (if using a provided map), 

then placing turrets. When initially dropping a turret, turrets 

may not be side-by-side, facing the same directions, or 

within 6 spaces of Chell's starting point. Not all available 

turrets have to be placed in the beginning, but if you choose 

to add one later, it will use up GLaDOS' entire turn! 

 

GAME PIECES 

 

Dice 

Red Action Die -- Determines Chell's movements 

and actions. (See: Chell's turn) 

 

White Action Die -- Determines if GLaDOS may 

use a turret to move (arrow) or scan (bullseye). 

(See: GLaDOS' turn) 

 

Chance Die -- Determines how many spaces 

GLaDOS may move a turret and if/how many times 

Chell gets shot. (See: Movement, Combat) 

 

 



 

  

 

Damage Die -- Determines where Chell takes 

damage from bullets. (See: Combat) 

 

 

Characters 

  

Chell -- Chell player's game piece. (NOTE: The 

portal gun determines Chell's reach.) (See: 

Buttons & Objects) 

 

 Turret -- GLaDOS player's avatars. Turrets are 

able to  shoot anything they can see EXCEPT 

through glass. 

 

 

Environment 

Portals -- Allow players to travel 

instantly between the two. May only 

be mounted on portal-conducting 

tiles. (See: Portals) 

 

  

 



 

 

Blue Gel Tile -- Represents blue gel 

that has been portaled to a new 

location. (See: Portals) 

 

  

Orange Gel Tile -- Represents orange 

gel that has been portaled to a new 

location. (See: Portals) 

 

 

 

Portal-Conducting Tile -- Allows Chell 

to attach portals. (See: Portals) 

 

 

 

Button -- Produces an environmental 

change within the test chamber. (See: 

Buttons & Objects) 

 

  



 

FIELD OF VIEW 

Chell and turrets each have a defined line of sight, which 

they are able to see at all times. Chell’s vision is 6-wide (the 

two pegs directly ahead of her, plus the two immediately to 

her left and right) and extends all the way to the end of the 

board. Turret vision is 4-wide (the two directly ahead and 

one peg to each side) and also extends all the way to the 

end. 

 

Anything that Chell or the turrets want to interact with has 

to be within their defined field of view. They are all able to 

see up and down, provided that those areas still fall within 

their defined eyeline. (See also for turrets: Scanning) 

 

LIFE SYSTEM 

Chell gets 3 lives to complete the test chamber and make 

her escape. Chell loses lives if she rolls full body damage, 

rolls a head shot, or gets electrocuted 3 times. When Chell 

loses a life, she returns to the entrance of the test chamber 

to try again. The board does not reset when Chell resets. 

 

Turrets only have one life each. If a turret is dropped into 

water or knocked over, that turret’s life is ended. However, 

a turret that’s been tipped over has the opportunity for 

bullet spray before it dies. (See: Combat) 



 

Gameplay 

 

Players alternate taking turns to achieve their goals. It is 

okay if a player decides to pass a turn. 

 

CHELL'S TURN 

Once the stage is set, Chell goes first by rolling the red 

action die to earn action points. This number will determine 

how many different actions she's allowed to take in a single 

turn. If you get the bonus exclamation mark, roll again and 

double its value! (Note: There is no additional bonus for 

rolling the bonus mark twice.) 

 

Chell can use the action points to move, shoot portals, pick 

things up or drop them, and use buttons. (See: Movement, 

Portals, and Buttons & Objects). She needs to be careful 

where she's walking, because if she crosses the vision of a 

turret, GLaDOS gets to roll for an opportunity to shoot! (See: 

Field of View, Combat) It's okay to end the turn before using 

up all of the action points. 

 

  



 

GLADOS' TURN 

At the start of GLaDOS' turn, any turret that has Chell within 

its eyeline may take an opportunity shot. (See: Combat) 

After all opportunity shots have been taken, GLaDOS may 

then roll the white action die or add a turret to the chamber. 

If Chell becomes visible to a turret as a result of GLaDOS’ 

turn, that turret may also take an opportunity shot. 

 

If GLaDOS opts to add a new turret, this move takes up the 

entirety of her turn. New turrets may not be side-by-side 

with other turrets, and if possible, they may not face the 

same direction as existing turrets. After initial placement, 

turrets may then face and align as GLaDOS sees fit. The 

maximum number of turrets allowed in play at the same 

time is determined by the notes on the chamber map. (See: 

Maps) 

 

If GLaDOS opts to roll the white action die, she will have an 

opportunity to move or scan. After the roll, GLaDOS must 

declare one turret that will be used for the duration of the 

turn. 

 

 

  



 

Movement 

 

Chell's movement is determined by the red action die, while 

turret movement is determined by the purple chance die. 

GLaDOS and Chell may move in any direction except 

diagonally. If characters move sideways (i.e. not facing the 

direction they're moving in), they still may only advance one 

peg at a time. 

 

Changing direction doesn't count against action points, and 

is done by pivoting on the foot of the chosen direction. For 

example, if turning to the right, the character pivots on the 

right foot. 

 

Orange and blue gels will affect the movement of both Chell 

and turrets. Traveling on an orange gel will allow the player 

to travel 2 spaces at a time (2 pegs per each action point). 

Blue gel will bounce a player forward half as far as the value 

of their last roll. If the blue gel is preceded by orange gel, 

the bounce is equal to the value of the last roll. 

 

If the path of a gel is blocked by another character, both 

players roll the red action die, with the higher roll 

victorious. In the case of the bonus tile or a tie, roll again. 

  



 

Scanning (GLaDOS Only)  

 

Scanning allows turrets to widen their field of view by 45 

degrees to both sides. If Chell becomes visible in this 

widened view, GLaDOS may roll the chance die for an 

opportunity to damage Chell. The value rolled is the amount 

of times Chell must roll for damage. (See: Combat) 

Combat 

 

DAMAGE 

If Chell takes bullet damage from a turret, she must roll the 

damage die to determine where she’s been shot. Damage is 

marked on Chell’s health sheet. (See: Maps) Rolling the 

same location more than once does NOT do additional 

damage. 

 If both arms take full damage (left hand, left arm, 

right hand, right arm), all hand-related actions 

(shooting portals, interacting with objects) take 2 

action points each. 

 If both legs take full damage (left foot, left leg, right 

foot, right leg), movement takes 2 action points per 

step. (Note: Walking over orange gel with full leg 

damage returns walking speed to normal, not 

doubling it.) (See: Movement) 



 

 If the torso takes full damage (chest, stomach), all 

actions require 2 action points each. 

 If “full body” or “head” are rolled, Chell loses a life. 

(See: Getting Started) 

 

OPPORTUNITY SHOTS 

Turrets may take opportunity shots at Chell if Chell passes 

in front of a turret’s view during her turn. Chell must pause 

her turn to receive the consequences of this opportunity 

before she may continue. GLaDOS rolls the purple chance 

die to determine how many times (if any) Chell is damaged. 

 

Turrets may also take opportunity shots prior to GLaDOS 

taking her official turn if Chell’s final location is within a 

turret’s eyeline. This does NOT count against GLaDOS’ turn 

afterward. Turrets may NOT take opportunity shots upon 

being dropped. 

 

  



 

ELECTRIC SHOCKS 

If a turret is touched by Chell, either to knock it over or pick 

it up, GLaDOS may roll the chance die for an opportunity to 

shock Chell. This attempt does not count against GLaDOS’ 

turn. If a number greater than 0 is rolled, Chell takes a 

shock. (Note: Rolling a 2 does NOT mean Chell takes 2 

shocks.) 

 

Any turret Chell is carrying has an opportunity to shock 

Chell on each turn that it is held. If a carried turret 

successfully shocks Chell, it is then dropped back onto its 

feet and may continue. If Chell drops a turret without being 

shocked, the turret is knocked over and has an opportunity 

for bullet spray. A turret that's been dropped into death 

water does NOT get a bullet spray opportunity. 

 

BULLET SPRAY 

If Chell knocks over a turret, GLaDOS may roll the chance 

die to see if Chell is damaged by bullet spray. The number 

rolled is the number of times Chell takes damage. If the 

turret is successful, GLaDOS may roll for another 

opportunity on her next turn to see if that turret is still 

firing, regardless of where Chell has moved on the board. 

This continues until the downed turret gets a 0, at which 

point it’s dead. 

  



 

Portals 

 

Portals can be placed on any portal-conducting surface, 

which is represented by the grey pegs. In order to place a 

portal, Chell must have a portal-conducting surface within 

her eyeline. (See: Field of View) Each portal placed takes 1 

action point. If a portal is being moved from one location to 

another, that still only takes 1 point. Stepping through one 

portal to the other is also only 1 point. 

 

Turrets do not block Chell's ability to shoot portals. If a 

turret stands between Chell and her target, her shot will go 

around it. Neither Chell nor GLaDOS may shoot through a 

portal. Any target must be within the character's physical 

line of sight without the use of portals. Portals cannot be 

shot through glass. 

 

FLOATING 

If both portals are on floor surfaces at the time a player 

steps through, the character will be "floating" between the 

two locations. While floating, the character has access to 

both locations, and may interact with either side on the next 

turn. If a player is floating at the time that Chell moves one 

of the portals, the character is placed in the location where 

the moved portal used to be. 

  



 

Gels 

 

Orange and blue gels are available in some test chambers to 

affect player movement. (See: Movement) An area where a 

gel is accumulating is represented by tiles of the 

corresponding color. Smooth tiles are tiles that are part of 

the chamber layout and may not be moved. 

 

Gel can be moved to other areas with portals. (See: Portals) 

Portals can be placed on top of any gel that's anchored on a 

grey tile. This will cause that gel to be ejected from the 

opposite portal, represented by placing down a tile of the 

corresponding color in front of that portal. Orange gel tiles 

are assumed to extend forward until coming to the end of 

the floor. Blue gel tiles are assumed to only cover the actual 

area of the tile, but may be placed as far forward as Chell 

decides (provided it's in line with the portal it came out of). 

 

If one gel is placed on top of another, only the most recent 

gel will be active; the gel that was there before is negated. If 

players run out of a certain color of gel tile, the oldest tile 

on the board is reused for the new placement, with the 

original placement negated. 

 

 



 

Buttons & Objects 

 

Chell can interact with any object she can touch with the 

end of her portal gun. This includes buttons,  cubes, and 

turrets. (See: Combat) Each interaction costs 1 action point. 

For objects that are being lifted, it also costs an action point 

to put it back down. 

 

When Chell interacts with a pedestal button, it is GLaDOS' 

job to enact the result of that button. (Information on 

button effects are provided with the level layout instructions 

used to set the map.) The effects of the button usage last 

for one turn, then are reset. 

 

Super buttons (the ones on the floor) require either Chell or 

a cube to be on top of them in order for their effect to be 

active. Turrets are not heavy enough to activate super 

buttons. 

 

  



 

Maps 

 

 

 

Required Materials: Blue gels, orange gels, pedestal button, 

tilting platform, diversity vent, portal conductors (varying 

sizes) 

 

Optional Materials: Radio, cake 

 

Baseboard Is: Death water 



 

Additional Angles: 

 

    

 

 

           

Entrance        Exit 

 

GLaDOS notes: Chell's use of the button raises the grey 

swivel platform for one full turn rotation, starting with the 

turn the button was used on. 

 

Maximum of 3 turrets in the chamber at a time. 

  



 

  



 

Player Notes 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Are you still there? 


